THREE PATHS TO UC ADMISSIONS

PATH 1

1. STUDENTS ELIGIBLE STATE-WIDE
2. APPLY
3. OFFERED PLACE ON CAMPUS
   APPLIED TO OR INTO REFERRAL POOL

PATH 2

1. STUDENTS ELIGIBLE IN TOP 4% OF HIGH SCHOOL
2. APPLY
3. OFFERED PLACE ON CAMPUS
   APPLIED TO OR INTO REFERRAL POOL

PROPOSED PATH 3

1. STUDENTS ELIGIBLE IN "NEXT 4-12.5%" OF HIGH SCHOOL (DUAL UC/CC ADMISSIONS)
2. APPLY
3. NOTIFIED AT BEGINNING OF SR. YEAR
   GUARANTEED AT-A-MINIMUM DUAL CC/UC ADMISSION

4. IF STATE-WIDE ELIGIBLE
   OFFERED PLACE ON CAMPUS
   APPLIED TO OR INTO REFERRAL POOL

5. IF NOT STATE-WIDE ELIGIBLE
   OFFERED DUAL UC/CC ADMISSIONS